Ham-Let in the world of Solar Solutions
Serving industries around the world

- Established in 1950
- Supplier of industrial & High Tech compression Fittings and Valves
- Traded on TSE since 1994 (Hamlet)
- Worldwide Manufacturing, Distribution and Marketing infrastructure
- Certified for ISO-9001, Lloyds TNO, S.A.E. & CE Standard. so as MIL-F-18866, ASME and ASTM
- Presently operates 240,000 sq. ft. manufacturing complex with Class 10 and Class 100 clean rooms
- From 2004 - production and engineering facility for ultra clean components in Japan

**Precision...**
consistently manufacturing products to exact specifications so that you get what you expect.

**Flexibility...**
understanding what our customers want, designing products to meet your specific needs. Dedication...putting time, effort, and resources into delivering high-quality products you can rely on.

**Total control...**
using our expertise to ensure that every aspect of design, development and delivery meets your expectations.

**HAM-LET®**
Advanced Control Technology dedicates itself to being your perfect partner.
Solar Energy

PV-Photovoltaic Cells
- Silicon
- Thin films

Silicon Wafer  Flat Panel  Thin films PV

The focus:

Thermal Solar Energy

Solar field

- Solar steam loop
- Power Unit
- Hot oil loop
- Cooling water loop

PV Production products:
- UCV – for specialty gases
- High Flow Clean Valves
- Cost effective UCV – HMC, EVZ, EV
- HTC Fittings
- Metering Valves
- Filters

Thermal power products:
- H98, H99 – High Pressure, High Temp
- Let-Lok Compression Fittings
- Metering Valves
- H-900 & H900 HP Relief Valves
- Instrumentation Ball Valves